Abstract
Introduction

42!
The prediction of complex traits from genetic data is a grand challenge in biology and the 43! outcome of such prediction has become increasingly useful for plant and animal breeding 1, 2 .
44!
Among the different approaches for connecting genotypes to phenotypes, Genomic Prediction 45! (GP, or Genomic Selection) using all available markers was developed to overcome the 46! limitations of Marker-Assisted Selection, which uses only significant quantitative trait loci 47! (QTLs), for breeding traits that are controlled by many small effect alleles 3, 4 . Using GP, 48! breeders are able to make data driven decision about what lines to include in their programs, 49! speeding up and reducing the cost of developing the next generation of crops 5, 6 . Furthermore, to identify a benchmark set of flowering time genes to explore the potential of using GP to better 96! understand the mechanistic basis of complex traits.
97! 98!
Results and Discussion
99!
Relationships between transcript levels, kinship, and phenotypes among maize lines
100!
Before using the transcriptome data for GP, we first assessed properties of the together, these findings suggest that transcriptome data may be similarly informative as genotype 128! data but capture difference aspect of phenotypic variation. We tested both of these interpretations 129! further in subsequent sections.
130! 131!
Predicting complex traits from transcript data
132!
To test how useful transcriptome data was for GP compared to genetic marker data, we and one ensemble approach (En; see Methods). To establish a baseline for our GP models, we 138! determined the amount of the phenotypic signal that could be predicted using population 139! structure alone, defined as the first five Principal Components from the genetic marker data.
140!
Then we built models for each trait using genetic marker data (G), kinship (K) derived from G,
141!
transcript levels (T), or expression correlation (eCor) derived from T (Fig. 2) . Model
142!
performance was measured using PCC between the actual and the predicted phenotypic values.
143!
Across algorithms and traits, the K data resulted in models with the best predictive performance,
144!
while models built using the eCor data performed the worst (Fig. 2, Table S1 ). Furthermore, 145! models built using G always outperformed models using T. Regardless, eCor and T-based 146! models were significantly better than the baseline predictions (dotted blue line, Fig. 2 as an ensemble approach, resulted in the best predictive models (Fig. 2) , and is therefore used to improve performance. The one exception was using RF to predict flowering time using G+T as 157! input (Fig. 2) . To assess if G or T data features tend to be more informative in predicting traits,
158!
we further quantified the importance score of each genetic marker and transcript feature for 159! models using G+T data. The importance score represents the impact that each feature had on identified as important (Fig. S4) . However, when we look closer, those regions mostly do not 
201!
This lack of correlation is notable for the most important genetic markers and transcripts.
202!
For example, across the three traits, only 4-7 T:G pairs were both in the top 1% most important
203!
features from the ensemble models, and those pairs were never the top ranked genetic markers or 204! transcripts from the model (Fig. 3B) . These findings argue against the notion that these two data (Fig. S6) . Together with the findings that important genetic markers were not co-located transcript-based models to reveal them as important using the T:G and T:eQTL pairs described
230!
earlier.
Of the 14 benchmark genes, four had corresponding genetic markers in our T:G pair data.
231!
When we increased the flanking regions threshold to 20kb from the center of the transcript for 232! defining T:G pairs, corresponding genetic markers were found for five additional benchmark 233! genes. Two benchmark genes, CCT1 and PEBP4, neither of which were members of a T:G pair,
234!
were associated with eQTLs. To account for differences in distribution and range of importance should note that many non-benchmark genes were also identified by our models as important. GO term (q = 1.0). In fact, neither these transcripts nor any other set of important transcripts 300! from models based on other algorithms (see Methods) were enriched for any GO terms.
301!
Therefore, from our transcript-based GP models we have identified 147 high ranking transcripts, 
Conclusions
313!
We have generated predictive models that use genetic markers, transcripts, and their 314! combination to predict flowering time, height, and yield in a diverse maize population. While 315! models built using transcriptome data did not outperform models that used genotype data,
316!
transcript-based models performed well above random expectation, and in many cases,
317!
performance was similar to that of genotype-based models. We found that transcripts and genetic 318! markers from different genomic regions were identified as important for model predictions. for some important transcripts, the associated important genetic marker could be in linkage 330! disequilibrium but outside of the 2kb window used in our study (e.g. ~32 kb away in the case of 331! MADS69), overall as we increased the transcript region window size, the correlation between the 332! importance scores assigned to T:G pairs decreased, suggesting this is not generally the case. of transcript levels would increase, and likely perform better than genetic marker-based models.
354!
Finally, an area of active research in GP is the incorporation of Genotype by Environment (GxE)
355!
interactions into predictive models [39] [40] [41] . One potential benefit of using transcript information for , and one non-linear and non-parametric method: Random Forest (RF) 47 , and one 423! ensemble based approach (En) 48 . Both rrBLUP and BL were implemented in R using the 424! "rrBLUP" and "BGLR" packages respectively. RF was implemented in python using Scikit- each tree (10%, 50%, 100%, square root, and log2).
430!
The predictive performance of the models was compared using the PCC. The PCC to was selected among genetic markers in region R, referred to as a T:G pair (Fig. 3A) . To 
613!
The correlation between importance scores between algorithms was calculated using Spearman's 614! Rank (ρ). Table S1 . Model performance by feature input type and algorithm 627! (A) Illustration of how transcript (T):genetic marker (G) (top graph) and T:expression Quantitative Trait Locus (eQTL) (bottom graph) pairs were determined. Genetic marker importance percentiles are shown above the genetic markers (red triangle) and eQTL (yellow triangle). A T:G pair was defined as the transcript and the most important genetic marker within the transcript region (top graph). A T:eQTL pair was defined as the transcript and the most important genetic marker within the eQTL region (bottom graph). (B) Manhattan plots of the transcript (blue bar) and genetic marker (red dot) importance scores (-loge(1-importance percentile)) in a 2Mb window surrounding top two genetic markers (top and middle plots) and transcripts (top and bottom plots) based on the Ensemble models for predicting flowering time. All genetic markers (i.e. not just the T:G pair) are shown. The threshold (gray dotted line) is set at the 99th percentile importance. (C) Density scatter plot of the importance scores (see Methods) of the genetic marker (Y-axis) and transcript (X-axis) for T:G pairs (top graphs) and of the eQTL genetic marker (Y-axis) and transcript (X-axis) for the T:eQTL pairs (bottom graphs) for three traits. The threshold (black dotted line) was set at the 99th percentile importance score for each trait and input feature type. The correlation between importance scores between transcript and genetic marker/eQTL pairs was calculated using Spearman's rank (ρ). 
